Affinity binding-mediated fluorometric protein assay based on the use of target-triggered DNA assembling probes and aptamers labelled with upconversion nanoparticles: application to the determination of platelet derived growth factor-BB.
The target-triggered DNA assembling probe is presented for highly selective protein detection. Target-triggered DNA assembling is used in an amplification strategy based on affinity binding for identification and determination of proteins in general. Specifically, it was applied to the platelet derived growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB). A hairpin DNA (H-DNA) probe was designed containing (a) an aptamer domain for protein recognition and (b) a blocked DNAzyme domain for DNAzyme cleavage. An assistant DNA (A-DNA) probe containing aptamer and complementary domains was also employed to recognize protein and to induce DNA assembly. Once H-DNA and A-DNA recognize the same protein, H-DNA and A-DNA are in close proximity to each other. This induces DNA assembling for protein-triggered complex (Protein-Complex) with free DNAzyme domains. The free DNAzymes trigger the circular cleavage of molecular beacons for amplified signals. The assay is performed by fluorometry at an excitation wavelength of 980 nm and by collecting fluorescence at 545 nm. The platelet derived growth factor-BB (PDGF-BB) was accurately identified and selectively determined by this assay with a 22 pM detection limit (using the 3σ criterion). The responses for PDGF-BB is nearly 6-fold higher than for PDGF-AB, and 16-fold higher than PDGF-AA. This upconversion assay avoids any interference by the autofluorescence of biological fluids. Graphical abstractSchematic representation of the principle of the target-triggered DNA assembling probes mediated amplification strategy based on affinity binding for PDGF-BB. The UCNP probe is used for the quantitation of PDGF-BB with high selectivity.